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1
$x=(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n})$ , $x’=(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n-1})$
.
$\{$
$P(D)F_{k^{0}}(x)=0$ , $x\in\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{n} ; x_{\mathfrak{n}}>0\}$ ,
$B_{j}(D)F_{k^{0}}(x)|_{x_{\hslash}=0}=\delta jk^{0}\delta(x’)$ , $x’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1},1\leq j\leq\mu$ . (BP)
$k_{0}$ $1\leq k_{0}\leq\mu$ . $P(D),$ $B_{j}(D)$ $n$ $m$ , $n$ $r_{j}$
, $B_{j}(D)(1\leq j\leq\mu)$ $\mu$ . ,
$D= \frac{1}{i}\frac{\theta}{\partial ae}$ . . (A-1), (A-2)
.
(A-1). $P(\xi)$ $\theta=(1,0, \ldots,0)$ , $\mathrm{C}$ .
(A-2). $P$ $\frac{\partial P}{\theta\zeta_{\hslash}}$ $\xi_{n}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\xi’)$ $\xi’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1}\backslash \{0\}$ ( 2.1)
$\theta’$ .
(A-3). $\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{n} ; x_{n}=0\}$ $P(\xi)$ . , $P(0,1)\neq 0$ .
(A-4). (BP) $g$ . , $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\dot{1}$ $R(\xi’)$ $\theta’$
.
$F_{k^{0}}(x)$ , $\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{n} ; x_{n}=0\}$
. , $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ .
$\Gamma(P, \theta)=\mathrm{R}^{n}\backslash \{\xi\in \mathrm{R}^{n} ; P(\xi)=0\}$ $\theta$
$\xi_{n}=0$ $\Gamma^{0}(P, \theta)$ ,
$\Gamma^{0}(P,\theta)=\{\xi’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1} ; (\xi’,0)\in\Gamma(P,\theta)\}$
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$- c^{\backslash }\backslash \not\in \mathrm{g}\mathcal{F}$.
$P( \xi)=\sum_{j=0}^{m}P_{m-j}(\xi’)\xi_{n}^{j}$
, $P_{0}(\xi’)=P(0,1)$ , (A-3) $P_{0}(\xi’)$ 0




$\lambda_{\mu}^{+}(\xi’),$ $\lambda_{1}^{-}(\xi’),$ $\ldots\lambda_{m-\mu}^{-}(\xi’)$ , (1)
${\rm Im}\lambda_{k}^{\pm}(\xi’)<>0$
. , $\mu$ $\xi’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1}\pm i\Gamma^{0}(P, \theta)$ .
$\mu$ (BP) .
, (BP) $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$ $R(\xi’)$ . $\xi’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1}\pm$
$i\Gamma^{0}(P, \theta)$ { ,
$R(\xi’)=\det L(\xi’)$ ,
$L( \xi’)=(\frac{1}{2\pi i}\oint B_{j}(\xi’, \lambda)\lambda^{k-1}P_{+}(\xi’, \lambda)^{-1}d\lambda)_{j,k=1,\ldots\mu}’$
’ (2)
$P_{+}( \xi’, \lambda)=\prod_{j=1}^{\mu}(\lambda-\lambda_{j}^{+}(\xi’))$
. , (2) $\lambda$ , $P_{+}(\xi’, \lambda)=0$
. , $P_{+}(\xi),$ $R(\xi’)$
$(\xi_{n}, \lambda_{1}^{+}(\xi’),$
$\ldots,$
$\lambda_{\mu}^{+}(\xi’))$ , $(\xi’, \lambda_{1}^{+}(\xi’),$ $\ldots,$ $\lambda_{\mu}^{+}(\xi’))$
( $(\lambda_{1}^{+}(\xi’),$ $\ldots,$ $\lambda_{\mu}^{+}(\xi’))$ ) , $\mu$ , $\gamma=\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}rj-\mu(\mu-1)/2$
. , $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ (A-4) ,
$F_{k^{0}}(x)=(2 \pi)^{-n}i^{-1}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{\hslash}-i\theta}e^{ix\xi}R_{jk^{0}}(\xi’)\xi_{n}^{j-1}(R(\xi’)P_{+}(\xi))^{-1}d\xi$ (3)
. , $R_{jk^{0}}(\xi’)$ $L(\xi’)$ $(k^{0},j)$ ($\gamma+\mu-r_{k^{0}}-j$ )
. $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ , $\varphi\in C_{0}^{\infty}(\mathrm{R}^{n})$ ,
$\langle F_{k^{0}}(\cdot), \varphi\rangle$ $=i^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{\mu}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{n}}R_{jk^{0}}(\xi’-i\theta’)(\xi_{n}-i\theta_{n})^{j-1}$
$(R(\xi’-i\theta’)P_{+}(\xi-i\theta))^{-1}(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{-1}\varphi)(\xi-i\theta)d\xi$
. , (forward fundamental solution) ,





. $R_{jk^{0}},$ $R,$ $P_{+}$ ,
$m$ . ,
. $R$ , P .
2.1 $\Gamma\subset \mathrm{R}^{n}$ , $f$ $\mathrm{R}^{n}-i\Gamma$ . $\xi^{0}\in \mathrm{R}^{n},$ $(\in$
$\mathrm{R}^{n}-i\Gamma$ , $f(\xi^{0}+t\zeta)$ $t$ ,
$tarrow+\mathrm{O}$ , $f(\xi^{0}+t\zeta)=t^{\mathrm{p}}f_{\zeta^{0}}$ (\mbox{\boldmath $\zeta$})+o(t




$-i\Gamma$ $\mathrm{R}^{\mathrm{n}-1}-i\Gamma^{0}(P, \theta)$ , $\lambda_{j}^{+}(1\leq j\leq\mu)$
(Wakabayashi $[3][4]$ ). , $R,$ $P_{+}$
.
$\Gamma_{\mathrm{S}’}’(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},\theta’)=\mathrm{R}^{n-1}\backslash .\{\eta’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1} ; \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\xi’}(\eta’)=0\}$ $\theta’$ ,
$\Gamma_{\xi}’,(R, \theta’)=\{\eta’\in\Gamma_{\xi}’,(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},\theta’);R_{\xi’}(-i\eta’)\neq 0\}$ $\theta’$ ,
$\Gamma_{\xi}(P_{+}, \theta)=\{\eta\in\Gamma_{\xi}’,(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}, \theta’)\cross \mathrm{R};P_{+\xi}(-i\eta)\neq 0\}$ $\theta$ ,
$\Gamma_{\xi}(RP_{+}, \theta)=\{\Gamma_{\xi}’,(R,\theta’)\cross \mathrm{R}\}\cap\Gamma_{\xi}(P_{+}, \theta)$
. , $\Gamma_{\xi}(RP_{+},\theta)$ $K_{\zeta}(RP_{+}, \theta)$
$K_{\xi}(RP_{+},\theta)=$ { $x\in \mathrm{R}^{n}$ ; $\eta\in\Gamma_{\xi}(RP_{+},$ $\theta)$ $x\eta\geq 0$ }
.
$P(\xi)$ $\theta$ , $P$
.
RP $\eta\in\Gamma_{0}(RP_{+}, \theta)$ ,
$F_{k^{0}}(x)=(2 \pi)^{-n}i^{-1}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{\hslash}-j\eta}e^{1ae\zeta}.R_{jk^{0}}(\xi’)\xi_{n}^{j-1}(R(\xi’)P_{+}(\xi))^{-1}d\xi$ , $\eta\in\Gamma_{0}(RP_{+},\theta)$
,
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}F_{k^{0}}(x)\subset K_{0}(RP_{+},\theta)$






, $\Gamma_{\xi}(RP_{+}, \theta)$ , [1] .
22 $x\not\in\pm W(RP_{+}, \theta)$ , $C^{\infty}-$ $v(\xi)$ .
$\bullet\lambda\in \mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}$ ,
$v(\lambda\xi)=|\lambda|v(\xi)$ .
$\xi\in \mathrm{R}^{n}\backslash \{0\}$ ,
$v(\xi)\in\Gamma_{\xi}(RP_{+}, \theta)\cap\{\xi\in \mathrm{R}^{n}.\cdot x\xi’=0\}$ .
$\bullet\xi\in \mathrm{R}^{n}\backslash \{0\},$ $0<t\leq 1$ ,
$\mathscr{R}(\xi’\pm itv(\xi)’)R(\xi’\pm itv(\xi)’)P_{+}(\xi\pm itv(\xi))\neq 0$ .
$v(\xi)$ $V(RP_{+}, X, \theta)$ . 22
,
sing $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}F_{k^{0}}(.x)\subset \mathrm{M}^{r}(RP_{+}\backslash .\theta)$ (4)
, Wakabayashi[4] , $\Gamma_{\xi’}’(R, \theta’)$ [4]
, (4) [4] .
3 $/\dagger\backslash$ $\grave{\backslash }y^{*}-\not\in[\alpha_{X}^{\mathrm{f}}]$
$1^{;}$ ( $RP_{+}$ .X. $\theta$ ) Herglotz-Petrovskii-Leray
$[\alpha_{x}]\dagger$ . $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{h}- \mathrm{B}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}- \mathrm{G}[mathring]_{\mathrm{a}}$ rding[l] .
$\mathrm{K}_{1}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}_{-}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{k}’\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$
$\omega(\dot{\mathrm{t}})=\sum_{j=1}^{n}(-1)\mathrm{j}.-1\zeta_{j}d_{\check{\mathrm{t}}1}-\Lambda\cdots\Lambda\overline{d_{\tilde{\zeta}j}}\Lambda\cdots\Lambda d_{\dot{\mathrm{t}}n}$ , (5)
$S_{X}^{n-1}$ , $\xi$ $S^{n-1}$ $(x\xi)\omega(\xi)>0$ (
$\{_{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{r}\xi=0\}$ $(\uparrow\iota-1.)$ ) . $S_{X}^{n-1}$ $x\xi>0$
$x\xi<0$ , $S_{X}^{n-1}\cap\{x\xi=0\}$
. $\omega_{x}(\xi)>0$ . $\frac{1}{2}S_{X}^{n-1}$
$\frac{1}{2}$ $S_{\lambda}^{n-1}$, , $S^{n-1}\cap\{x\xi=0\}$ $S^{n-2}$ , $\omega_{x}(\xi)>0$
( $(n-2)$ ) .
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3.1 $x\not\in\pm W(RP_{+},\theta),$ $1’\in V(RP_{+}, X, \theta)$ ,
$\alpha_{x,v}=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}-\{\xi-i\iota’(\xi);\xi\in\frac{1}{2}S_{X}^{n-1}\}$,
$\overline{\alpha}_{x,v}=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}-\{\xi+i_{\mathrm{C}’}(\xi);\xi\in\frac{1}{2}S_{\mathrm{Y}}^{n-1}\}-$
. $S_{X}^{n-1}$ $\frac{1}{2}$ .
3.1 , chain-{ $\cdot$ } ,
( $\{\cdot\}$ ). $\alpha_{1,\mathrm{v}}$ $\overline{\alpha}_{x,v}$
$\frac{1}{2}S_{X}^{n-1}$ .
$X^{*},$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\dot{\nu}$
* $X=\{\zeta\in \mathrm{C}^{n} ; x\dot{\mathrm{t}}=0\},$ $\{\dot{\mathrm{t}}’\in \mathrm{C}^{n-1} ; \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(.’(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)=0\}\cross \mathrm{C}$
$\mathrm{P}^{n-1}(\mathrm{C})$ , $\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}},$ $\Phi_{X}$ . $\mathrm{P}^{n-1}(\mathrm{C})\backslash \sqrt\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}*,$ $X^{*}\backslash \sqrt.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{r}}$ $\gamma\gamma \mathrm{t}$
. , $(RP_{+})^{\uparrow}$ $\{\dot{\mathrm{t}}\in\Phi_{\mathrm{C}^{nj}}R(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)P_{+}(\dot{\mathrm{t}})=0\}$ $\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}$
. , $\Phi_{\mathrm{C}^{n}}$ $\mathrm{C}^{n}\backslash (\{\dot{\mathrm{t}}’\in \mathrm{C}^{n-1} ;l/ \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)=0\}\cross \mathrm{C})$ $n?$. .
32 $\alpha_{x,v},\overline{\alpha}_{x,\iota\uparrow}$ $\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}$ $\alpha_{x,v}^{1},\overline{\alpha}_{ir,v}^{\uparrow}$ , $v$ ,
$H_{n-1}(\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}\backslash (RP_{+})^{\dagger},\Phi_{X}\cdot\backslash (RP_{+})^{\uparrow};\mathrm{C})}$
[\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} ], $[\overline{\alpha}_{x}^{1}]$ .
: $H_{n-1}(\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}\backslash (RP_{+})^{\uparrow}, \Phi_{X}\cdot\backslash (RP_{+})^{\dagger};\mathrm{C})arrow H_{n-2}(\Phi_{X^{*}}\backslash (RP_{+})^{\mathrm{t}_{j}}\mathrm{C})$
, $\partial[\alpha_{x}^{\mathrm{t}}],$ $\partial[\overline{\alpha}_{x}^{\mathrm{t}}]$ $H_{n-2}$ ( $\Phi x^{r}\cdot\backslash (RP_{+})^{\uparrow};$ C) .
$[\alpha_{x}^{\uparrow}],$ $\partial[\alpha_{x}^{\mathrm{t}}]$ , $n$ .
.
33 $\iota$ : $\mathrm{C}^{n}arrow \mathrm{C}^{n}$ $\iota(\dot{\mathrm{t}})=-\zeta$ ,
$\iota(\overline{\alpha}_{x,v})=(-1)^{n-1}\alpha_{x,v},$ $\iota(\partial\overline{\alpha}_{x,v})=(-1)^{n-1}\partial\alpha_{x,\iota\prime}$ . (6)
$\text{ }$
( ) (6) ,
chain-{ $-\xi-$ iv $(\xi)$ ; $\xi\in\frac{1}{2}S_{X}^{n-1}$ } $=(-1)^{n-1} \mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}-\{\xi-iv(\xi) ; \xi\in\frac{1}{2}S_{X}^{n-1}\}$ , (7)
chain-{-\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}-iv(\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}); $\xi\in\frac{1}{2}\partial S_{\lambda}^{n-1},$ } $=(-1)^{n-1}$ chain-{\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}-iv(\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}); $\xi\in\frac{1}{2}\partial S_{\lambda}^{n-1},$ }. (8)
(7),(8) , $(-1)^{n-1}$
. $(-1)^{n-1}$ , $S_{K}^{n-1}-$
$\frac{1}{2}$ . , $\iota$ -1 ,
.
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(7),(8) . $\frac{1}{2}$ (2
, ). chain-{\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}-iv(\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}); $\xi\in S_{X}^{n-1}$ } ,
$\xi$ $S^{n-1}$ $\xi$ $\xi$ , $v(\xi)$ 1
. , $J$ : $S^{n-1}arrow S^{n-1}$ $\gamma(\xi)=-\xi$
,
$\{\xi-iv(\xi);\xi\in S^{n-1}\}$ $=$ $\{-\xi-iv(\xi);\xi\in S^{n-1}\}$
$=$ $\{\gamma(\xi)-iv(\gamma(\xi));\xi\in S^{n-1}\}$
$=\gamma^{*}\{\xi-iv(\xi);\xi\in S^{n-1}\}$ .
. , $S$ 1 $x\xi\neq 0$
$(x\xi)\omega(\xi)>0,$ $x\xi=0$ $\omega_{x}(\xi)>0$
, $\xi$ $-\xi$ $(-1)^{n-1}(x\xi)\omega(\xi)>0,$ $(-1)^{n-1}\omega_{x}(\xi)>0$ ,
$]^{*}S_{X}^{n-1}=(-1)^{n-1}S_{\lambda}^{n-1},$ . ,
$(-1)^{n-1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}-\{\xi-iv(\xi) ; \xi\in S_{X}^{n-1}\}$ $=$ chain-{\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}-iv $(\xi)$ ; $\xi\in(-1)^{n-1}S_{X}^{n-1}$ }
$=$ chain-{\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}-iv(\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}); $\xi\in\gamma^{*}S_{X}^{n-1}$ }
$=$ chain-{\gamma (\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$})-iv(\gamma (\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$})); $\xi\in S_{X}^{n-1}$ }
$=$ chain-{-\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}-iv(\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}); $\xi\in S_{X}^{n-1}$ }.
(7) . (8) .
$\blacksquare$
33 ,
$[\overline{\alpha}_{x}^{1}]=(-1)^{n-1}[\alpha_{x}^{\dagger}],$ $\partial[\overline{\alpha}_{x}^{\uparrow}]=(-1)^{n-1}\partial[\alpha_{x}^{\uparrow}]$ . (9)
, $2[\alpha_{x}]\dagger,$ $2\partial[\alpha_{x}^{\mathrm{t}}]$ , $\alpha_{x,v}\dagger+(-1)^{n-1}\overline{\alpha}_{x,v}^{\mathrm{t}},$ $\partial\alpha_{x,v}\dagger+(-1)^{n-1}\partial\overline{\alpha}_{x,v}^{\uparrow}$
.
$[\alpha_{x}^{\mathrm{t}}.],$ $\partial[\alpha_{x}]\dagger$ $x$ . , $x^{0}$
$[\alpha_{x^{0}}^{\uparrow}]=0$ [\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}x\dagger 0] $=0$ , \nearrow $y$ $[\alpha_{y}^{\uparrow}]=0$
[\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}y\dagger ] $=0$ . $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{h}- \mathrm{B}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}- \mathrm{G}[mathring]_{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}[1]$
.
3.4 $x\not\in\pm W(RP_{+}, \theta)$ . $x$ $|y-x|$ ,
$H_{n-1}(\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}\backslash (RP_{+})^{\mathrm{t}}, \Phi_{X^{*}}\backslash (RP_{+})^{\mathrm{t}};\mathrm{C})\downarrow\varphiarrow\partial H_{n-2}(\Phi_{X}*\backslash (RP_{+})^{\uparrow};\mathrm{C})\downarrow\psi$
$H_{n-1}(\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}\backslash (RP_{+})\dagger, \Phi_{Y}*\backslash (RP_{+})\dagger;\mathrm{C})-^{\partial}H_{n-2}(\Phi_{Y}*\backslash (RP_{+})^{\mathrm{t}};\mathrm{C})$





$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}- \mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$-Leray ( (17), (18)) lacuna
. ,
(3) $\theta$ $v\in V(RP_{+}, X, \theta)$ , ,
.
.
$\chi_{s}(z)(z, s\in \mathrm{C}, 0<\arg z<\pi)$
$\chi_{s}(z)=\{$
$\Gamma(-s)e^{-\pi\cdot s}.z^{S}$ , $s\neq 0,1,$ $\ldots$ ,
$z^{s}(\log z^{-1}+c_{\delta}+\pi i)/s!$ , $s=0,1,$ $\ldots$
. , $c_{s}= \Gamma’(1)+\sum_{k=1}^{s}k^{-1},$ $c_{0}=\Gamma’(1)$ . $\chi_{\delta}(z)$ $\rho_{+}^{-s-1}$ Fourier
$i^{-s}$ (Gel’fand-Shilov[2] ). ,
$\chi_{\epsilon}(z)=i^{-s}\int_{0}^{\infty}\rho^{-s-1}e^{i\rho z}d\rho$, $\arg i=\pi/\cdot 2$ . (10)
$\chi_{s}(z)$ $s$ ${\rm Im} z>0$ ,
. $\chi_{s}(x+i0)$ . $\chi_{s}(x+i0)$ $s$ . , $\sigma_{q}\in \mathit{9}’’(\mathrm{R})$
$\sigma_{q}(x)=(2\pi i)^{-1}\{\chi_{q}(x+i0)-(-1)^{q}\chi_{q}(-x+i0)\}$ , $q=0,$ $\pm 1,$ $\pm 2,$ $\ldots$ ( )
, $q=N=0,1,$ $\ldots$ , $\chi_{N}(x)$ $\log$ ,
$\sigma_{q}(x)=2^{-1}(\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}x)x^{q}/q!$ , $q=0,1,$ $\ldots$ . (12)
$q=-N=-1,$ $-2,$ $\ldots$ , $\sigma_{q}’=\sigma_{q-1},$ $\sigma_{0}(x)=2^{-1}(\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}x)$ ,
$\sigma_{q}(x)=\delta^{(-q-1)}(x)$ , $q=-1,$ $-2,$ $\ldots$ . (13)
$\chi_{s}(z)$ (10) , .
4.1 $v\in V(RP_{+}, X, \theta)$ , $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ (3) . $x\not\in\pm W(RP_{+}, \theta)$
,
$F_{k} \mathrm{o}(x)=(2\pi)^{-n}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}\int_{|\xi|=1}i^{\prime_{k}0-n}\chi_{r_{k^{0}}-n+1}(x\zeta)R_{jk}\mathrm{o}(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)\zeta_{n}^{j-1}(R(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)P_{+}(\dot{\zeta}))^{-1}\omega(\dot{\mathrm{t}})$ (14)
. , $\zeta=\xi-i(v(\xi)-\epsilon|\xi|\theta)$ , $\epsilon>0$ $R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta)\neq 0$ $|_{\sqrt}$
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( ) $x\not\in\pm W(RP_{+},\theta)$ , Stokes ,
$F_{k^{0}}(x)=(2 \pi)^{-n}i^{-1}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{n}}e^{ix\zeta}R_{jk^{0}}(\zeta’)\zeta_{n}^{j-1}(R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta))^{-1}d\zeta$ (15)
. , $\zeta=\xi-i(v(\xi)-\epsilon|\xi|\theta)$ .
$(15)\backslash$ $\xi=\rho\eta,$ $|\eta|=1$ ,
$F_{k^{0}}.(x)=(2 \pi)^{-n}i^{-1}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{n}}e^{ipx\sigma}\rho^{-r_{k}0+n-2}R_{jk^{0}}(\sigma’)\sigma_{n}^{j-1}(R(\sigma’)P_{+}(\sigma))^{-1}d\rho\Lambda\omega(\sigma)$.





$X\backslash (\{\zeta’\in \mathrm{C}^{n-1}j^{U}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}.(\mathrm{t}^{4})’=0\}\cross \mathrm{C})$ $n\tau$ $\Phi_{X}$ , $M$
$\Phi_{X}\backslash \{\backslash \zeta\in\Phi_{\lambda’;}R(\zeta’)P_{+}((.)=0\}$
, $M_{r}=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}-\{|x\dot{\mathrm{t}}|=r\}\cross\Lambda I$ . $r$ , $0<l\leq r$
, $\Lambda I_{l}\subset\Phi_{\mathrm{C}^{n}}\backslash \{\mathrm{t}^{k}\in\Phi_{\mathrm{C}^{n}} ; R(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)P_{+}(\tilde{\mathrm{t}})=0\}$ $r$ . chain-{lx\mbox{\boldmath $\zeta$}l=
$r\}$ ( , $\theta({\rm Re} x\hat{\mathrm{t}}, {\rm Im} x\dot{\mathrm{t}})>0$ . $\theta({\rm Re} x\zeta, {\rm Im} x\tilde{\zeta})$ , $\dot{\mathrm{t}}=\xi+i\eta$
$\theta({\rm Re} x\zeta_{\backslash }{\rm Im} x\zeta)=(x\xi)d(x\eta)-(x\eta)d(x\xi)$ (16)
. $\wedge \mathrm{t}I$ $\omega’>0$ , $\Lambda I_{f}$ $\theta$ ( ${\rm Re} x\zeta$Jm $x\dot{\mathrm{t}}$ ) $\Lambda\omega’>0$
. tube operation
$t_{x}$ : $\Phi_{X}\backslash \{\check{\mathrm{t}}\in\Phi_{X;}R(\check{\mathrm{t}}’)P_{+}(\dot{\mathrm{t}})=0\}arrow\Phi_{\mathrm{C}^{n}}\backslash (\{\zeta‘\in\Phi_{\mathrm{C}^{n};}R(\dot{\zeta}’)P_{+}(\dot{\zeta})=0\}\cup\Phi_{X})$
, $t_{x}\Lambda I=\mathrm{A}I_{r}$ . $t_{x}$ , ill $\Lambda I$ .
$4/\}I_{\Gamma}$ $\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}$ ’\ $l|f_{\Gamma}^{1}$ $r$ $H_{n-1}(\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}\backslash ((RP_{+})^{\uparrow}\cup\Phi_{\lambda’}\mathrm{r}))$
. $t_{x\dagger}$ $t_{x}$ $H_{n-2}(\Phi_{X^{*}}\backslash (RP_{+})^{\uparrow})arrow H_{n-1}(\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}\backslash ((RP_{+})^{\uparrow}\cup\Phi_{X^{\mathrm{s}}}))$
, $t_{x}\uparrow$ .
42( $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}-\mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$-Leray ) $F_{k^{0}}.(x)$ (3) .
, $F_{\mathrm{A}^{0}}.(x)$ $x\not\in$ 1 $RP_{+}$ , $\theta$ ) $\cup(-\Lambda_{0}’(RP_{+}, \theta))$ , $x$
$q=r_{k^{0}}-n-|\nu|+1\geq 0$ ,








$\approx^{q}/q!$ , $q\geq 0$ ,
$(-1)^{q+1}(-q-1)!_{\tilde{k}_{\backslash }}^{q}$ $q<0$
.
( ) $\nu=0$ (17),(18) . $x\not\in \mathcal{W}’.(RP_{+}, \theta)$U( ’o(RP+, $\theta$ ))
$F_{k^{0}}(x)$ . $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ , $x\not\in-I\backslash ^{r}\mathrm{o}(RP_{+\prime}\iota.f)$
$F_{k^{0}}(-x)=0$ . 4.1 ,
$F_{k^{0}}(x)$ $=$ $F_{k^{0}}(.r)-(-1)^{r_{k^{0}}-n+1}F_{\mathrm{A}^{0}}.(-x)$
$=$ $(2 \pi)^{-n}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}i^{r_{k^{0}}-n\{\int_{|\xi|=1}\mathrm{X}r_{k^{0}}-n+1(x\zeta)R_{jk}\mathrm{o}(\zeta’)\dot{\mathrm{t}}_{n}^{j-1}\mathfrak{l}R(\dot{\mathrm{t}}’)P_{+}(\mathrm{t}^{\mathrm{b}}))^{-1}\omega(\dot{\mathrm{t}})}$





$q=r_{k^{0}}-n+1\geq 0$ , (12)
$F_{k^{0}}(x)=(2 \pi)^{1-n}\sum_{j=1}^{\mu}i^{q}\int_{|\xi|=1}2^{-1}(\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}x\xi)x^{q}/q!R_{jk^{0}}(\zeta’)\dot{\mathrm{t}}_{n}^{j-1}(R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta))^{-1}\omega(\zeta^{-})$ .
$2^{-1}(\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}x\xi)$ $|\xi|=1$ , $S_{\lambda}^{n-}$, $1$ .
(17) .
$q<0$ , ( $x=(1,0, \ldots, 0)$ . $\xi^{n}=(\xi_{2}, \ldots, \xi_{n})$






$\{\xi_{1}=0\}$ , $|\xi|$ $\xi_{1}$ , $\mathrm{R}\cross\{|\xi"|=1\}$
. $\omega(\zeta)$ , $xv(\xi)=v_{1}(\xi)=0$ , $\mathrm{R}\cross\{|\xi’’|=1\}$
$\omega(\dot{\zeta})=d\zeta_{1}\Lambda\omega_{x}(\zeta’’)$
. , $\zeta_{1}=\xi_{1},$ $\zeta’’=\xi’’-iv(0, \xi’’)’’$ . ,




\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}\tilde x,v $=$ chain-$\{(" =\xi’’-iv(0, \xi’’)’’ ; \xi’’\in\{|\xi’’|=1\}\}$
$=$ chain- $\{\zeta=\xi-iv(\xi);\xi\in\{x\xi=0\}\cap\{|\xi|=1\}\}$
, $\omega_{T}(\hat{\zeta}’’)>0$ $\Phi_{X}\backslash \{\zeta\in \mathrm{C}^{n} ; R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta)=0\}$ $(n-2)$
. $\beta_{x,\mathrm{r},v}=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}-\{|\zeta_{1}|=r\}\cross\partial\tilde{\alpha}_{x,v}(r$ $0<l\leq r$ , $\{\zeta\in$
$\beta_{\mathrm{r},l,v}\}\cap$ $(\{\check{\zeta}\in \mathrm{C}^{n} ; R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta)=0\}\cup(\{\zeta’\in \mathrm{C}^{n-1} ; \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\zeta’)=0\}\cross \mathrm{C}))=\emptyset$ )
, $\theta({\rm Re}\tilde{\mathrm{t}}1, {\rm Im}\dot{\mathrm{t}}1)\Lambda\omega_{x}(\zeta’’)>0$ , (19) $\zeta_{1}$ Cauchy
$2\pi i(\partial/\partial_{\mathrm{t}_{1}}‘)^{-q-1}\{R_{jk^{0}}(\zeta’)(R(\zeta’)P_{+}(())^{-1}\}|_{\zeta_{1}=0}$
$=$ $(-q-1)! \oint_{|\zeta_{1}|=\mathrm{r}}R_{jk^{0}}(\zeta’)(R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\mathrm{t}^{k}))^{-1}\zeta_{1}^{q}d\zeta_{1}$ (20)
,
$F_{k^{0}}(x)$ $=$ $-i(2 \pi)^{-n}\int_{\beta_{x,r,v}}\chi_{q}^{0}(ix\zeta)R_{jk^{0}}(\zeta’)(R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta))^{-1}d\zeta_{1}\Lambda\omega_{x}(\zeta’’)$
$=$ $-i(2 \pi)^{-n}\int_{\beta_{x,r,v}}\chi_{q}^{0}(ix\zeta)R_{jk^{0}}(\zeta’)(R(\zeta’)P_{+}(\zeta))^{-1}\omega(\zeta)$ .
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, (19) $\zeta_{1}$ , (20)
. , $\zeta_{1}$ , $\zeta’$ $\zeta_{1}^{\mathrm{b}}=0$
. , (20)
. $\beta_{x,r,v}$ $\Phi_{\mathrm{P}^{n-1}}$ $t_{x}\uparrow\partial[\alpha_{x}^{\uparrow}]$ (18)
.
$\blacksquare$
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}- \mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$-Leray , (BP) $F_{k^{0}}(x)$
. , [1] ,
4.3 $\Omega\in \mathrm{R}^{n}$ , $u\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’(\Omega),$ $L$ $\Omega\backslash \mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}u$
. $y\in\partial L$ , $u$ $y$ ( $L$ sharp, $\mathrm{A}^{\mathrm{a}}$ $y$ ( $\mathrm{A}$ $\mathrm{a}$ $L$ sharp
front , $y$ $\mathrm{A}I$ , $u$ $L$ $\overline{L}\cap M[]_{\llcorner}\vee C^{\infty}$
. $u$ $L$ [ $L$ sharp , $L$ $u$
lacuna , [ $u$ $L$ [ 0 , $L$ $u$ strong lacuna
. , sharp diffuse, non-sharp .
[ sing $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}F_{k^{0}}(x)\subset W(RP_{+},\theta)$ , $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ $\#\mathrm{J}$
sing $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}F_{k^{0}}(x)$ .
, . , regular lacuna
.
4.4 $\mathrm{R}^{n}\backslash W(RP_{+}, \theta)$ $L$ $F_{k^{0}}$ $(x)$ lacuna , $L$ reg-
ular lacuna . , $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ $K_{0}(RP_{+}, \theta)$ , $\mathrm{R}^{n}\backslash \mathrm{A}_{0}’(RP_{+}, \theta)$
$F_{k^{0}}(x)$ strong lacuna . trivial lacuna .
regular lacuna 42 .
45 $x\in a=$ { $\mathrm{R}^{n}\backslash (W(RP_{+},$ $\theta)\cup(-K_{0}(RP_{+},$ $\theta)))$ } .
(i). $r_{k^{0}}\geq n-1$ $[\alpha_{x}^{1}]=0$ , $\mathcal{O}$ $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ strong regular lacuna .
(ii). $r_{k^{0}}<n-1$ [\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}xt] $=$ $0$ , $a$ $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ strong regular lacuna .
(iii). $\partial[\alpha_{x}^{1}]=0$ , $a$ $F_{k^{0}}(x)$ regular lacuna .
. .
, (A-1) (A-1)’ .
(A-1)’. $P( \xi)=\prod_{l=1}^{L}P\iota(\xi)^{\nu_{l}}$ ? $P_{l}(\xi)(1\leq l\leq L)$
, $\theta=$ $(1, 0, \ldots, 0)$ . , $\mathrm{C}$ .
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. , $\{\dot{\mathrm{t}}’\in \mathrm{R}^{n-1} ; \mathrm{d}(\tilde{\zeta}’) =0\}$












. , . , $\xi=(1.\pm 1, -\frac{1}{2})$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(/,$ $P_{+}$
,
[\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}’,(7 $\theta’$ ) $=\{\eta\in \mathrm{R}^{2} ; \eta_{1}\mp\eta_{2}>0\}_{:}$
$\Gamma_{\xi}(P_{+\backslash }\theta)$ =(\Gamma \mbox{\boldmath $\xi$}’,(7 $\theta’$ ) $\cross \mathrm{R}$ ) $\cap\{\zeta^{-}\in \mathrm{R}^{3} ; \zeta_{1}+2\zeta_{3}>0\}$
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. , . ,
$x^{0}=(1, \pm\frac{4}{15}, \frac{3}{2})$ , $\partial[\alpha_{x^{0}}^{\uparrow}]=0$ . , \nearrow




. , $P_{+}(\xi)=\xi_{3}-\lambda_{1}^{+}(\xi’)$ ,
$L(\xi’.)=R(\xi’)=\lambda_{1}^{+}(\xi’.)+\xi_{2}$ ,
$F(x)=F_{1}(.r)=(2 \pi)^{-3}i^{-1}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{3}-is\theta}e^{jx\xi}(R(\xi’)P_{+}(\xi))^{-1}d\xi$
. $\xi’=(1,1/\sqrt{\underline{9}})$ $R(\xi’)$ ,
$\Gamma_{\xi}’,(R, \theta’)=\{\eta’\in \mathrm{R}^{2} ; \eta_{1}-\sqrt{2}.\uparrow|2>0\}$
. , . ,
$x^{0}=(1, - \frac{6}{5}, \frac{1}{10})$ , $\partial[\alpha_{x^{0}}^{1}]=0$ . , $.r^{0}$
strong regular lacuna .
, 4 , Huygens
, $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}- \mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$-Leray , (17),(18)
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}- \mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$-Leray , (
). , ( ).(18) $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}- \mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}-}$




. , $P_{+}(()=\xi_{3}-\lambda_{1}^{+}(\xi’)$ ,
$L(\xi’)=R(\xi’)\equiv 1$ ,
$F(x)=F_{1}(x.)=(2 \pi)^{-4}i^{-1}\int_{\mathrm{R}^{4}-\mathrm{i}s\theta}e^{ix\xi}(R(\xi’)P_{+}(\xi))^{-1}d\xi$
. $F(x)$ $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}-\mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{1}}$-Leray (18) ,
$x^{0}=(1.0,0,0)$
’
, $\partial[\alpha_{x^{0}}^{\mathrm{t}}]\neq 0$ . , (18)
Huygens .
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